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What are fhe Lxnefits and chalknges of an increadngJy
information conscious society? What role can information
play in improving the conditmns of poor people and others
who do not derive their fuU measure from modern life? And
how can educators prepare the general population for day-
today life in a world where sophisticated information SY*
terns wiU be commonplace? These and other questmm are
dixussad pragmatically, recognizing that predictions of the
future are often ethereal.
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Introduction

1 tind it a little unusual that you’ve asked me to
tslk to you about the future. After d], I’ve made my
living and reputation as what might be called an
‘information engineer’. I can recognize what kinds of
information people need, and 1 can design services
that will help them get that information. But I do not
think [ am particularly well qualified to talk about the
year 2001 simply because 1 have been able to design
services that people can use now.

Nevertheless, if you insist on playing the game of
futurology, I will go along. Hardly anybody will
remember any absurd predictions 1 make, and by
2001 [ will be able to take credit for the ones that
came true. I will be able to remind you of how far-
sighted I was back in 1979, so you will listen to me
when f tell you what the world of the year 2050 will
be like.

First of all, 1 want to draw your attention to the

Paper prerated 10 the 21st Annual Ccmfereme of the
Institute of Information Scientists, Torq.ay, 5 – a June,
1979

Q North-HoUand Publishing Company
Journal of Information Science 1 (1979) 209-215

question mark at the end of the title of my talk:
“200 1: An information societ y?’

2. Information conscious suciety

Before we talk about whether we will have sn
information society, we have to define our terms.
‘fnfomration society’ snd ‘information-conscious
society’ hsve become clichis in discussions of the
future. These terms tend to be used synonymously.
In my opinion they are not synonyms. An ‘informs.
tion-conscious society’ is a society in which people
realize the importance of rapid access to informa-
tion. But in the information<onscious society, people
do not necessarily have the information they need.
The in formation<onscious society is a necessary
prelude to an ‘information society’. An ‘information
society’ will be a society in which we take for granted
the role of information as it pervades and dominates
the activities of government, business and everyday
life. The information society will be characterized by
the fact that the rapid and convenient delivery of
needed information is the ordinary state of affairs.

Some of you may recall my address to the 1971
meeting of the American Society for Information

sC1enCe on “Information Science and the In fcnma.
tion-Conscious Societ y“ [S]. hat than a decade later
we have already arrived at the information-conscious
wciet y. You can see plenty of evidence fof this if you
just look around, People are conscious of information
today becauss they are frustrated when they can’t get
the information they need. In the US you are sup
posed to be able to get train or airplane schedule
information over the telephone rapidly. Unfortu-
nately, you may be in for a long wait between the
time you contact the airline office and the time you
get your information. You may get put on hold, you
may hear a taped voice tell you that the lines are busy
and ask for your patience. Of course, nobody enjoys
delays for any reason. But the frustration people feel
from these particular delays shows that people take
this kind of information service for granted. The
importance of this kind of information needs no
further discussion. People want travel information
immediately, and expect it to be delivered efficiently.
Hence their frustration – which psychologists know
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is the result of heightened expectations.

We can thank the telephone company for mother

reason why people in the US are becoming more
irrformation.cmracious. When you have to start paying
for information you once received free of charge you

appreciate it more. hr the US people can did the
operator and ask for a phone number listed in the
telephone directory This service used to cost noth-
ing. Not any more.

How can we measure how far we have progressed
from the information-conacious society to the infer-
mation snciety? one way is to count the number of
computer terminak. in the United States, the growth
has been astronomical. We had 14 CX30terminals in
1959, and 415000 in 1969. Today there we weU
over 2milUon. By acmre estimates we may have 10
million by 1989. This incredible growth reflects how
much we are coming to depend on computers. The
growth M also one measure of the increasing demand
for information prnceasing and retrieval.

Tothewtigures must be added the 130mi11ion TV
sets in America which can also become part of the
interactive information networks of the future. Aa I
said before, one way to estimate the growth of the
informatimr.cmracious society is to examine how
many information services we now take for granted.
I am not speaking here about the bibliographic
products of lSl” and other information companies.
But stockbrokers now take for granted rapid elec.
tronic access to rtrmket quotations, llreirclients,of
course, alm depend on these market quotations. llris

is an area ofhuman endeavor that waapracticallyun-
touched by the computer just a decade ago. The
information conaciouanesaof the pcopleinthkindus-
try is characteristic of what we cm expect in the

society of the future, But even there we have only
scratched the surface of possible information sarvices.

Another way to measure the development of the
infocmation<onscious society is tonote when people
begin torealize that theinformation induatry exists.
Many people in the States think that the information
industry began in 1966, with the foundfng of the
information Industty Aasnciation. But many 11A
members had been in bueineaalong before the 11A

was founded.

1S1, one of the five founders of 11A,was about ten
yem old by 196S. The other four founders were
Pharmaco-Medical Documentation, Inc., CCM fnfor-
mationsarvfces, University Microflfr-rrs,rmd Henrer&
Company, On the roster of 11A today are such long-

eatablished publiahera as Wilhams & W~ns and

Academic Press, microfilm companies like Bell and
Howell, computer companies lie IBM and CDC,
infomration companies like Dunn & Bradatreet, and
even newspapers like the A@ York i’Ymes.

Of course, the information industry was there
before the founding of the 11A, but nobody calfed it
an industry. The $ituation of about 20 years ago was
a lot like the situation in the Soviet Union today. No
one questions that in the USSR there is a chemical
industry, a steel industry, a textile industry, a petro-
leum industry, a drug industry, and so on. But in the
Soviet Union they do not speak of their information
industry. While there are all sorts of information
activities in the Soviet Union, they do not yet have
the cohesiveness of an industry. This is becauas,
among other reasons, the Suviet Union exports very
little information or information technolo~. This
could change once they recognize the potential for
information in the world market. ThLsis already hap
pening in Weatem Europe and Japan,

3. information literate society

while I think society as a whole has become very
information conwious, unfortunately, it is not yet
information literate. The 11Adefines an “information
literate” as a person who knows the techniques and
skills for using information tcda in molding solutimra
to problems. The 11A estimates that only about one.
sixth of the population in the US is information liter-
ate. This prompted the 11A to call for a major natio-

nal program designed to achieve universal information

literacy in the near future. Aa the information society
evolves, we can hope that educators will recognize the
importance of training more people in the methods of

information handling.
Fortunately, some steps are being taken today to

educate children in the use of computers. The Law-
rence Hall of Science at the University of California
offers computer sciencs classes for cMldren. ‘f%k year
it expects to enroll 40 OCXJstudents, 80% of them
under age 14. The Marin Computer Center in San
Ri+fael Ieasea small computers 10 children for $ 2,2S
an hour. The Boston Childrensa Museum has a major
exhibit on computers. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, the

Parent Teacher Aaaociation recently raked $ 6S0 to
buy a computer for the school mathematics lab [1 I ].
We may even see children taught how to use com-
puters at home. It seems a logical development from

having computers in the home. 1 think it’s poaaible
that organized education may be bypaased entirely
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in making ourselves and our children information
literate. Whether information literacy is achieved
inside or outside our school systems, we clearly have
a long way to go before it ia achieved on a Isrge scale.

4. The information society

But the more information literate society
becomes, the greater the demands for sm’ices which
wifl make ours an information society. When people
in sJI parts of snciety have rapid acceaa to the infer.
mation they want, we can asy that the information.
conscious society has become the information soci-
ety. What, exactly, will the world be like then? One
can imagine all sorts of scenarios for 2001, but it
seems to me from the program for this meeting that
the future has been pretty well covered. Need 1elabo.
rate on the implications of the personal computer
revolution? The PRIMATE~ system, a home and
office computer system on the horizon at lSf, would
help scientists and scholars keep track of their
personal libraries. PRIMATE uacrs would index

incoming books or papers according to a system
chosen by the user. They could then retrieve informa-
tion via video screen or printout [8].

Tony Cawkell sees the CONSUMERSOLE as the
next step after PRIMATE. CONSUMERSOLE would
be a personal information center a psrson could use
to conduct computer searches, exchange electronic
mail, display full text copies, sod manipulate graphics
[2,3]. And I’m sure you are afl fsmiliar with
PRIXTEL, which is now being teated by about 1XXI

users in the UK. PRESTE L allows the user to tap a
central data bank by telephone and read the output
on a home television screen [6].

‘flew developments are just a few facets of the
pcraonal computer revolution. Reduction in the cost
and sir-cof computers can only accelerate the process.
The mini and micro computer revolution was not
even foreseen a few yeara ago, but aheady it looks
fike PRESTEL, PRIMATE and CONSUMERSOLE
MSY well be the forerunners of the ‘World Brain’ con.

ceived by H.G. Wells.
Personal computimg has even chsnged our percep-

tions of what the World Brain wifl actuafly be like.
Until the last few yeara, most of us pictured it as an
enormous data bank that you could tap through tele-
communications channels with a home terminal. Now

it is begimdog to look as though it will be puaaible to
store aomethirrg slmost as good as a World Brain on

your own floppy disks. Aa memory becomes cheaper,
it might be more economical to duplicate rather than
centrally store certaiu kinds of information, such as
graphs, tablea, mathematical formulas, arrd the like.
We may not need a centralized World Brain at all.
Decentralization seems to be sn important inrplica-
tion of the minicomputer revolution.

One could imagine firms competing with each
other to sell floppy disk data bases on the same
topics. Home computer users will have to decide for
themselves what to include in their personal World
Brains. Nobody ekc will make the decisions for them.
Fears that government or induatsy will obtain a
monopoly on the flow of information may thus be
assuaged.

Once large numbers of people have computers at
home, we can expect them to have a great impact on
education. Isaac Aaimov, an old hand at creating sce-
narios for the future, ases in computers the possibility
of making life better for the elderly. This can be done,
he says, through computerimd education. Aaiiov
argues that today society assumes education is some-
thing only for the young. Graduating from high

school or college is a sign of growing up. After that,
people tend “to want never to read another book or
have #nether thought.” But the wide availability of
information through computers will erode this pre-
judice. It may make it possible for people to continue
being educated until the day they die. Thus, the
elderly will lead Iivea that are much more intereattig
snd creative than the way far too many of them live
today. Many people wilf no doubt become self-taught
irr many subjects before their old age [15], I think in
the UK you would refer to this as the universal open
univerait y. fn this respect it seems ironic or paradox-
ical to us that you have the great BBC in the UK
while it ia in she USA that mass graduate education

has been a hallmark of Anresican democracy. Our
Pubfic Broadcasting System is only beginning to catch
up with the BBC but I think it eventually wilf. But
today BBC snd other British material constitutes 6%
of the US PBS broadcasting.

I can’t see much evidence that the activities of our
information-conscious society ksve yet done much to
improve the lot of the elderly, as well ss the poor and
other underprivileged groups. But the ~tential ia cer-
tainly there, cerhinfy if the price for teeminals can be
brought down to that of the portable typewriter a the
transistor radio, Actually, once society realizes how
much such devices csn cut down the costs of mrdn-
taiedng the handicap~d, there tiff-be leas reluctance
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to spend money on equipment. Today we are
seriously contemplating supplying to blind people
OCR readersthat coat from $5000 to $20 000!

‘fle physically handicapped or shut-iis stand to
benefit greatly from developments such as home ter.

minals. It may be difficult for them to make a trip to
the library, but this need not deprive them of the use
of the library. hey could receive information about
books, magazine or journal articles, and audiovlausl
materials through home terminals. Conceivably home
terminsls could give them the information they need
to order hard copies through conventional or eleo
tronic mail.

Access to legal information would certainly help
women and minorities combat job discrimination.
People who feel they are facing economic discrimi-
nation could use the terminal to look up the latest

court ruiings or government regulations on discrimi.
nation. They might also find out which agency or
court their case should be referred to.

Home terminals could alsu increase our access to
medical information. This would certainly be a boon
for everyone, regardless of income level. People could
use terminals to read the latest medical texts or
articles. They might even retrieve their own medical
records. Thus, psople may have access to enough
information to treat simple diseases, or take steps to
prevent major ones like heart discaae or cancer. The
world of 2C01 will be very different from the world
of 1979, but some things won’t change. It will still

be easier and cheaper to prevent most diseases than to
cure them.

The management consultant and marketing firm
cxlled Internatiomd Resource Development likens the
acquisition of medical information via home ter-
minals to a return of a form of the doctor’s house
call [9]. We have heard a lot about how technology
wiO dehumanize medicine, as well as drive up the

costs. Msny of the fears expressed are quite valid. Yet
this is an example of how technology might give us
back some of the things we have lost. And remember

that most patients respond better to a computer than
to a doctor in the conduct of examinations. Many
patients feel more relaxed dealing with a computer
than with an interviewer.

A lot has been said about how our daily lives will
be changed in the information society. If you are a
music or theater or sports lover, but also travel a lot,

titine how convenient it will be to have KCW to

information on the dates of live cultural or other
events anywhere in the world.

The reformation society cm help travelers in other
ways, too. Imagine how much money and time the
traveler could save if airlines fimally write the soft-
ware for calculating feres on international itineraries.

Since some airlines now use computers to print fares
on tickets, you might think they hsve this capacity
today. You would be wrong. Just try to make the

slightest change in the itinerary and you will saon
Ieam that neither the sophisticated New York air
travel agent nor his counterpart in a student travel
bureau in Greece has such a capability. Tle complex.
ity of the tickets issued today is beyond the average
human memory. ‘fhe net reardt is slso totsl inflex-

ibility in travel except for the vev rich.
Telecommunications wifl no doubt continue to

evolve at a tremendous rate, It will be one of the
most conspicuous and dramatic elements of the infer.
mation society. Aheady such developments as cable
TV, communications satellites, and home video
recorders prom~ss to change the ahapc of the enter.
tainment industry. Many people spend large chunks
of theu lives in front of a TV set. % any change here
could result in chsnges in the way people live. There
are signs that this is already happming. For example,
I read in a recent New York Tfmes story on home
video recorders that a woman in Miami has tapsd a
collection of old Shirley Temple movies. She plays
them back when she is depressed [12]. Conventional

TV networks cannot offer services so immediate and
personal. On the other hsnd, I can assureYou from
pwsonal experience that the availability of a TV tape
recorder in your home or office is a terrible tempts.
tion and a costly vice. 1 have already got a dozen TV
progrsms taped that I have yet had time to see!
Nevertheless, I wish 1 had taped the series on the
Holocaust. Since I did not I tried to do so at the New
York Museum of Broadcasting. As luck would have it,
the day I arrived the Muacum was closed for repairs.
In any case, the Museum stores thousands of TV
programs in its libracy and makes them available for a
fee.

We can expect mxny problems cm the way to the

information society, of course. Librarians are going to
face challenges adapting to the increa=d availability
of audiovisual materials. They will have to meet m

increasing demand for video cassettes, for example.
They will have to make mom for private and public
viewing of cassettes, and determine whether cassettes
should be circulated. [n America msny libraiana are
facing the problem of censorship of novels snd text-
books. The availability of award-wiming but con-
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troversial fflms on cassette will only compound the

problem [6].
Videotapes and caawttes are already raising

another canaorahip problem outside the library. You
can buy caawt tes of classic fflms like Wizen Kane,

but you cars alsn buy Deep l?rroot and l%e Devtl in
Miar Jones and Behind the Green Door. One videncaa.
aette saieaman in New Jersey says his store sells 50
times as many tapss of sex films aa any other kind!
We can expect many to advocate cananrahkp of such
c-sawttes. Related to this is the problem of ‘fdm
piracy’. Several American fdm companies are wOr-
ried that their films, both the claaaics and the sexually
explicit ones, will be duplicated and add without the
payment of royalties. RCA and Magnavox are already
planning to undersell fti pirates by marketing
videodisk playback systems that wifl be cheaper
than videotaps players [13]. AHyou need to duplicate
a tape is a home video recorder. But the equipment

used to duplicate disks requires a large capital invest-
ment. The expense should temporarily discourage
many would-be disk pirates. But I anr sure they will

fmd ways to convert disks to tape if necessaty. Ctrdy
a really lnw cost for disks will discourage Iarge-scale
piracy.

5. Electromagneticpnllution

Electromagnetic pnllution threatens tn be a major

problem for the information wciety. The US Natio-
nal Bureau of Standards says that in the US there are
over 8000 radio stationa, 9(XI television stations, 30
mifiion citizens’ band or CB radios, and 35 million
industrial radio sources. There have been reports of
the disruption of many electronic devices, from heart
pacemakers to houwhold toasters and televisions. In
1975 about 18000 tmcks were recalled by manufao
turers because CB radio interference triggered braking
mechankanrs [16].

Electromagnetic pcdfution is obviously not com-
pletely the fault of the infomratinn community, and
its wlution does not lie in our hands alone. But our
telecommunications systems are going to be a wurce

of tiris pollution, sod our computers may be affected
by it. So it may be time to start thinkin8 about how
to cnps with it.

Regimentation and lack of privacy are other prob-
Iema we nray face. Most adults in the US have memnr-
ized their social sscurity numbers nut of neceaaity.
hkny forms ask for it. We have student IDs, driver’s

Iicenaes and credit cards. Many of you have health ID

cards issued by the British national health prngram.

We already have MEDICA3D and other medical

insurance cards in the United States, like Blue Croaa
carda. Poaaibly all of these different cards we carry
around could be combined into a universal ID card.
You could use the wme card to pay for medical care
or medical infomration, take a brink out of the
library, aewe as a driver’s ID, and w nn. Such a uni-
versal ID card may represent a great convenience. But
it may also pave the way tn invaaion nf privacy, since
an much infnrrnation about you may be accmfble to
w many. Wr.rhikgfrrn POW columnkat Fred Reed
points out that even benign governments and wrpora.
tions migfrt, without meaning to, pose a threat to
privacy. He says: “Being able to cash a check quickly
in a strange city is a blessing that is lurd to refute
even though it means having credit records in a data
bank.” [14]

l%e US Congress last year passed m important law
to protect the fiiancial records of citizens from being
examined by the government. Before the act was
paaaed, it was poaaible for a governrrrent agency to
examine tinancial records of citizens without irrforrrr-
ing them. The new law doearr’t forbid the govem-
rnant to seek that information. But it dries require
agencies to inform citizens that their records are being
wught. It alw gives a parann the right to take the
agency to court t n chailenge the effort, and Iinrita the
distribution nf personal data between government
agencies [4].

I cam sympathize with those whn worry about
privacy because I have fatlen victim mnre than once
to the errors that can occur in identification net-
works. I often get stop~d at US customs when
returning home. It seems there’s mother E. Gwfleld
mrming around the world who is a suapacted dmg
trafficker.

C3ne way to help prevent problems of mistaken

identity might be to insist that everybody haa
enough extra initials to dist inguislr them from all
other people with the same first and last names. fsr
the UK I notice that three initials are not at afl un-
conmron.

Another problem we wiff encounter in the infor-

mation society is one that is rooted in the nature nf
information itself. Lewis Bmnacomb of IBM wrote in
Science that the more information you have, the
more you want and need [1], People will have acc4as
tn large quantities of inforsnation, but they wOI $till
encounter frustrations precisely because they have
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such access. Each new answer generates new ques.
lions.

Of course-, this disadvantage might be seen as an
advsntage. Siice new discoveries are being made all
the time, information is very perishable.In an infor-
mation economy, this is just the sort of situation you
need in order to create employment.

Wile we are thinking of the problems we may
face in the information society, we would do well to
remember that the problems are preferable to no
information sOciety at all. Information consciousness
has gained so much momentum that the development
of the information society may seem all but inevit.
able. Indeed, its development would be hard to stop.
But there are ways it could be slowed down. Many of
you are probably aware that elect ronic mail is avail.
able in the UK on an experimental basis. It is now
being offered to PRESTEL users [ 16].

The US Postal Service is also trying to start an
electronic mail system for business. It says its system
could eventually move more than 15 billion pieces of
electronic mail a year. But the US Federal Commu.
nications Commission blocked the proposal twice
within a month’s time. The problem appears to be

political. The Postal Servwe has traditionally been in
charge of the mails, but the FCC regulates the elec.
tmnic media. The two agencies can’t agree which one
of them should regulate electronic mail [9]. I suppose
the problem would be similar to competition in the
UK between the BBC and the British Post 0ff3ce!
This juriadictlonal dispute could delay the introduc.
tion of electronic mail in the US for years. Thus, we

will have to beware of political pitfalls as well as tech.
nological and economic ones.

I have not tried to be comprehensive in my
remarks. We will have ample opportunity to discuss
these snd other topics later in the meeting. I am
merely supposed to get you off to a happy start. I
certainly cannot promice you that we will af3love the
world of 2001. But 1 think most of us are optimistic

about the future, The very fact that we have gathered
here to talk about it indicates that the future holds a
great deal of excitement and fascination for all of
us. I mentioned earlier that it was impossible to
predict precisely what is going to happen. But that
does not mean that makmg forecasts and constructing

scenarios is without value. Trying to anticipate the
future will help us to shape it.

6. Concfuafon

f’ve said a lot about the gadgetsy of the future.

But in closing may I suggest that in the area of frm-
damental understanding of the basic laws of informa-
tion e.cience we may well have progressed very far

since I entered this field about 25 years ago. Perhaps,
like so many other areas of human endeavor, we
have a better understanding of our ignorance. And it

is p~ecisely because there is so much more we need
to learn that our profession remains a challenge both
to the young and to the experienced scientists of
information.

Just as there is some small percentage of the poprr-

Iation which can become competent professional

mathematicians or scientists, there is also a limit to

the number of qualified information scientists society

can produce and support. I believe that in the US,
and certainly in the UK, we have far from reached

our limit. It is therefore my prediction that by 2001

this Institute of Information Scientists will have

grown at least ten-fold and unless everything else I

have said here today is absolutely cwkeyed then we

should not be too surprised if It is closer to S&fold. If

that figure seems absurdly optimistic I will be gfad to

come back in 22 years and listen to the opening

speaker tell me how wrong I was.
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